*Output may vary between different vehicles.

STEINBAUER Power Enhancement

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
Agriculture is a tough business to be in. With the memory of
the slow and late harvesting season of 2009 fresh the minds
of the farming community, the question on everyone’s lips is
’’What can I do to be more efficient?’’
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With productivity continuing to climb, the industry requires
more horsepower. Historically greater horsepower was achieved by machines having a larger engine; however there is an
alternative. With a PowerModule from STEINBAUER installed
you will achieve a 25% increase in power and torque from your
existing tractor or combine. This increase in power will makes
the same size tractor more efficient, productive and versatile.
The STEINBAUER PowerModule is the premier brand within
the diesel tuning industry. An industry innovator being one
of the first companies to develop and manufacture additional
’Plug n Play’ technology for modern diesels and a pioneer in
the Ag tuning market.
STEINBAUER is a truly unique product, being one of the
most advanced performance modules in the market. „You
can‘t gain that kind of experience and engineering experti-
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STEINBAUER‘S
‘’Intelligent
Module’’ allows you to cover more acres per hour, reducing your planting or harvesting time – this in turn saves
you fuel and man hours.   Developed in both the US and
Europe and manufactured in Austria, the system undergoes stringent research, development and quality control
measures before it is released. Because the STEINBAUER
PowerModule is an additional electronic that communica-
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Do you have what it takes to be a STEINBAUER Dealer?
At STEINBAUER we don’t just add new dealers and distributors to our list, first we take the time to learn a
little about you and your business. STEINBAUER is a
full service company and we pride ourselves on excellence in customer service and we like to ensure that
our dealer network is the very best available. We offer
full technical training, after sales service and support
and world class marketing material and assistance to
our dealers. Only an authorized STEINBAUER dealer
gets to display this seal of approval. Do you have what
it takes to join the STEINBAUER team?

tes with the ECU and not a downloadable tuner or invasive
pressure box - it does not rewrite the factory computer’s
tuning or increase common rail pressure. The module can
be easily removed when you take your machine in for service or repair.
If you are looking to get the most out of your current machine and increase its power and efficiency - then choose a
world-renowned product that has been developed, sold and
tested in over 30 countries and call the team at STEINBAUER
today. There is simply no compromise for quality and
experience.

Call the team at STEINBAUER today: (877) 886 4649
Choose quality. Choose service. Choose STEINBAUER.

STEINBAUER - Proven quality costs a little more.
LARGEST application list on the market

no ECU flashing - our power module is invisible

over 1000 Agricultural applications

15 years experience in developing, testing and 		
manufacturing of agricultural machinery products

install in under 30 minutes
no change in Common-Rail pressure

tested and sold across the world operating in all climate conditions

Choose quality. Choose service. choose steinbauer.

STEINBAUER.
Setting the standard
in Agricultural performance.

CONTACT

se overnight. We have a distinct
advantage because we see the
new diesel technology first in
Europe and our team just does
this.... they‘re not pre-occupied
by developing, producing
or
selling
other
products,“
said
Director
Herbert Steinbauer. „We‘ve been
in this industry
for over 15 years
and are experts in our field.
We have the most extensive
- proven and working - application list on the market,”
Steinbauer goes onto say.

